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INTRO
The Louvre image

I love words. They are at the root of our communication and culture. I use words as an
investigative tool – akin to an archaeologist’s brush, continually moving the new to expose the
old earth – to discover.
I find writing poetry the most challenging. I enjoy removing the superficial – the reductive
process. Perhaps this is also why aphorisms appeal too. To find a sharpness or crispness is vital in
writing, as it is in architecture. This is an aesthetic position, where the right words are in the
right place and convey the essential I am seeking.
I use poetry to challenge the clarity that I hope I have reached at the beginning of a particular
architectural project.
The prose or poem is less visually provocative or disturbing than a drawing or sketch. Perhaps
because we are ocular animals, the power of the drawing, rather than the confine of words in
horizontal or vertical lines, is more striking and impacts more upon my short-term memory. I do
not know, but I recognise more freedom in using words at the beginning than in endlessly
sketching my way to an architectural answer.
The poem allows me to revisit the investigative thoughts that led to it, the drawing less so. The
brush stroke or pencil line is a departure point in a known process – to draw, model, prototype,
specify, mock up, build. I am thrilled when the essence of the concept is there in words,
combining memory, imagination and reason. These three categories were the only ones used by
Jefferson for his library – hence offering him endless serendipitous possibilities when selecting
the next book.
The beauty of poems is their capacity to absorb and express emotion, essential to creativity.
All architecture is a stage set – not in the timescale of theatre, but of eras. Our buildings help
make cities. Within the city we live and perform.
Poetry and architecture share a unique human history – information beyond facts and knowledge
– and both have a dimension that can hook into our subconscious – perhaps at the spiritual level.

They're the only art forms that we've been engaging in as long as we've been human: all humans
have built shelters and all humans use language to do more than convey information (chants,
songs and oral legends all use rhyme and rhythm, even if only to aid memory). The other art
forms we use vary and not all cultures use them all.
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Both are structural in their very nature and I recognise that most other art forms possess
structure, but they also use many of the same elements which other art forms do not. We even
use the same words to describe them: rhythm, scale, proportion, syntax…
They are both compositions of elements to create a whole thing which, while it derives meaning
and structure from its separate components can and should have a greater meaning.
I shall now perform by reading complete or excerpts from twelve of my poems – all included in
this wee book published by the Royal Academy (hold up book).
NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM OF THE BOAT

Stone Skipping
(National Museum of the Boat)
A stone bounced across the water,
imagining the same with tourist coins.
From the rich south bank of Greenwich
flows the museum’s investment to the north.
The stone, the coin, the earth responds
accepting, holding and folding, becomes
the harbour of old and new boats
discreetly submerged, a new boat museum.
© 1984 Ian Ritchie
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TERRASSON CULTURAL GREENHOUSE
Where the Sun is Big
(Terrasson Cultural Greenhouse)
A fragment of a greenhouse
within a landscape of fragments
from imaginary continents.
Where the sun is big
and the wind is the yellow.
Where the mass of the earth
meets the lightness of the air.
Where walls are walls
not covered up
the same inside as outside
and we can act within and without.
Where our accumulated culture
cannot cover the walls
and cracks in the walls are real
and do not worry us.
Where the roof is a lake
but opaque to water and wind
a virtual surface for the heavens
where water is both real and imaginary.
Where the sun is big
and our imagination is free.
Where rough does not touch smooth
where the earth does not touch the sky
only wavelengths change
and we get hot.
Where the sun is big.

IR 1993

1993

1993

1993
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LEIPZIG GLASS HALL
Leipzig Glass Hall
A framed emptiness
brings down the sky
to meet the earth,
grid vault with finesse.
Curve below a curve
against the sky
huge metal web
expressed with verve.
Diaphanous shell
stretched taut over
squared silhouettes
of thin round metal.
We’ll suspend the glass
in a new way
and write the Din
it will have to pass.
Light chases darkness.
Shadows are holes
in light, sunrays
bring the happiness.
When the colours flow
throughout the space
sunlight and cloud,
shadows come and go.

© 1994 notes Ian Ritchie

1994

START LEIPZIG FILM
READ POEM – 1 VERSE EVERY 40 SECONDS DURING THE FILM
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CONCERT PLATFORM

Still Music
(Concert Platform)
We will finesse
the fineness
of emptiness.
Still in winter.
Balanced plane
of levitas
and gravitas.
Music from silence.

IR March 1996

1996
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PLYMOUTH TR2

Plymouth TR2
(A site to be made in an estuary)
A city of waves
crush an armada
at sea.
Stranded driftwood
flotsam history
unknown stories
in each piece.
Like plays
without words
these memories
are silent,
pregnant with
potential they sit
upon the rocks.
Seagulls poised
on bowsprits,
reflected colours
in permanent
movement
upon waves
that bring back
stories.
Ian Ritchie - June 1998

1998

1998
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BMW LEIPZIG THEATRE OF ROBOTS
Theatre of Robots
(formerly: BMW – Theatre of Robots)
Into the low plain of Europe
where leafless howls of winter
sing to the endless grey sky
drives the BMW enterprise
to replenish Europe’s grey streams
with more blue-white metal fish
In gold waving fields of summer
under an azure blue sky
thinking of more banal sheds
cannot change the key architect’s brief
to complete, simply, the office space
between three gigantic sheds.
metal airborne conveyor belts
.
are required - they’ll give drama
to spaces made for humans,
beyond which the world is robotic,
of sparking armed assembly lines
inside three gigantic sheds.
How could we change these monoliths
that greyscape the city fringe?
Is there a typology
that, once created, would dance
with waving fields of summer
and enchant us in winter?
Same shape, same cladding, a sameness
of bland boxes that contain
the making and the storage
of man’s production and consumption.
The meeting space is the focus
but the walls are what matters.
© October 2001 Ian Ritchie

2001

2001

2001

2001
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RSC COURTYARD THEATRE(S)

RSC Courtyard Theatre
If it’s rusty,
and it’s red,
recyclable and temporary
then the beginning will begin.
And tomorrow
our translated dreams
will welcome more
summer dreams
than we can imagine.
Stand firm, deliver, perform and
the th_rusty space will live.
© Ian Ritchie 2005

Add line – and live again (reference to its transformation into the new TOP).
2005

2005

2016

2016
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‘S’ SEAT
‘S’ Seat
The ebb and flow of life
we seem to move in circles
sometimes incomplete.
In silent thought,
an unexpected view
becomes panoramic.
Lost in dreams
an invisible bird sings
for me as the mist lifts.
Sunrise, sunset, moon
beyond a curved branch
a leaf falls, nearby.
Sinuous form of life
unfolding within the mind
across a landscape.
Reclining, twice placed
upon the grass together
or sometimes alone.
Thoughts construct a seat,
at a specific place
under a white moon.
Rolled silvery steel
hardwood touching softness,
caressing the light.
© Ian Ritchie 2007

2007
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ANFIELD
New Anfield
(Anfield, A New Stadium for Liverpool FC)
How could we, the fans, allow our club,
to be hijacked by Americans?
Now it’s time to go down to the pub,
us, the innocent, enraged fans!
We talked about it down in West Derby,
in Anfield, and up Brownlow Hill.
Fans all over the world are angry,
from Iceland to Spain, even in Brazil.
Koppite when we beat Honved two-nil,
the ‘pool forty-odd year ago
just heaving with deep-down pride, just brill’.
How’ll the new owners ever know?
We could have had Moores’ shares in our hands,
if only he’d given us a chance.
But no, someone said, yeah, Americans,
who’ve led the board a merry dance.
Dear Hicks, Gillett and Mister Parry,
we’ve come up with this new design,
less cost, and far less debt to carry
for us supporters for our shrine.
For less than three hundred million pounds,
striking, iconic, for us and our team,
it’ll seat seventy odd thousand fans a great Kop, great team, a great dream.
One hundred and fifty million pounds
that’s become half a billion quid!
So down the pub lads for another round,
to work out how to make a bid.
© Ian Ritchie January 2008

2008

2008

2008
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GENEVA COMEDY

Industrial Curtain
Geneva Comedie

Another European competition
but one imbued with real hope.
an industrial ethos, even aesthetic,
reminiscent of the Courtyard Theatre.
Was our RSC project their inspiration?
Or, is this the cynical face of Europe,
the town that has its favourite son and
we merely players making up numbers
to help secure the Euros
with which the town will be able to build?
Who knows, the project appeals
the language and drama of theatre
has inbuilt passion, the unexpected,
the magic of thought, of word, of jest.
Yes. Fold the industrial curtain and reveal!
© Ian Ritchie 2009

2009
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SAINSBURY WELLCOME CENTRE
Dreaming of a Project
As the banks crashed
the fishing began.
We watched fish fly,
new born lambs jump
and architects worry
about the next job.

Architecture has two distinct phases:
the mental dream and reality’s nightmare.
Being an optimist
I know that the dream is always there,
like the sunshine behind the darkest cloud
and the snowflake in the rain.

Are architects magicians?
Bankers manipulated
and spirited away
immense substance,
but above all,
loyalty and trust.

We can imagine two futures,
the one we dream of
and the one left to fate.
Or, we can imagine one future,
the one we dream of
and the one we left to fate.

What do magicians do?
The science of magic?
As neuroscientists
research the mind
magicians play with it.
How?

To be able to read our reality
requires a reference – our dreams –
and some of our dreams question reality’s reality.

Architects are not magicians.
They are dreamers.
My architecture starts
in the spaces I create in my mind.
Space is in here and out there,
it is a continuum between inside and
outside, mental and physical.

Dreams? I try to build mine
avoiding the nightmares.

Now I am designing with the mind in mind.

© Ian Ritchie 2009

2009-16

START FILM
LEAVE STAGE FOR 4 MINUTES
RETURN TO STAGE
START FILM 2
30 SECS STOP

2009-16
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MERCERS WALK

MERCERS WALK
Architecture is an end game.
You can’t see it until it’s there.
Only imagine.
And when it’s there
you can’t do any more
except watch people ignoring
architecture – walking straight past, head down
into the one beautiful piece of work
that is unexpectedly positioned
Visual urbanism is composing streets
and piazzas and avenues and gardens
to offer shape and form
to open air, day and night interaction.
A shared human environmental stage set
And there is no beginning or end.

ir10/15

FILM 1

FILM 2
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ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC
ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC
O can be for Opera
Or,
while a Koppite sings to his dog.
O as sound,
of silent mouth
reflecting a surprised mind.
A symbol of wholeness,
of turning point,
and communication
which, when refined
and refined,
becomes the mind’s
musical instrument.
Air pushed through
Larynx, pharynx,
oral cavity and mouth,
and most subtly shaped lips.
As sounds expand
into the rich volumed
new instrument,
a timbre floats,
wondrously alive
while a Koppite sings to his dog.
Green edged roof
Of silent air
Reciting and practising,
in daylit solitude.
© 2011 Ian Ritchie

2011 - 17

2011-17

2011-17
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2011-17

2011-17

2011-17

2011-17

2011-17
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CONCLUSION
To develop an idea, to find out exactly what I want to say, I start with my mind, my dreams, and
not with a drawing – thoughts and dreams, then words.
The words are not a narrative. They are tools used like an electron microscope or the Hubble
telescope to discover.
The essence emerges - a perspective, an ambition, a manifesto, a feeling. Clarity and simplicity
belie the inevitable complexity of realising architecture.
It is ideas that are engaged through the use of words – optimism, hope, a new regard,
transparency, and even fresh stone, ice. No artifice, just the inevitable representation of the
idea.

END
© 2017 Ian Ritchie
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